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An extreme example of Woman’s dedication to men who refuse to manifest 

the Man in themselves 

 

 
 

If you have read my hearticle “The Harveys” – or if you haven’t – here is a good 

illustration of the point I try to make. Perhaps this picture says more than the many words I 

could have still added to my essay. I guess you recognize the guy in the middle, surrounded 

and adored by many young women. I tell you, the women don’t adore a high cultural 

development in the man. They don’t adore his wisdom. They don’t adore his beautiful heart. 

They’re not attracted to fine traits in his face either. Like it or not, it’s the lower parts in 

Woman that are ‘in love’ with the power and fame and charisma of what seems to be a ‘man’, 

with his ways and quality of manipulating himself into the highest position, to being the alpha 

ape. 

There is no Man in this famous guy. The Male world is completely absent. He has the 

highest position in the Female world of form. That he’s busy killing the women’s fathers, 

brothers and sons – next to women – seems of secondary importance, if it is of any 

importance at all in such a ‘moment’ blinded by power. It is not he himself who is attractive: 
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there are only Forces ruling the arena of attraction. It is the power that he seems to have. 

Supposedly, the fellow must have strong genes, when he has succeeded in becoming the alpha 

ape. He knows the way in Woman’s world of form; he doesn’t need a heart for that. 

 

As I have also experienced myself, as soon as you sit on a stage before an audience, 

you become attractive – almost independently of what one says does or radiates. The truth – 

or Heart – I show is often of secondary importance, or is tolerated as long as it lasts, as long 

as the attraction overrules the resistance. When it becomes clear to Woman that I’m serious in 

my dedication to the Heart and (See, but) don’t bow for Her world of money, power and sex, 

She’s usually not interested any more. In fact, I’m not dedicated to the Heart, I Am the Heart. 

I don’t want to make you feel discouraged by showing you this picture. If we, men 

and women, find the courage to turn within and See the Forces that are driving us, something 

valuable is possible – but this will be hard, if not impossible, when we skip Seeing what can 

be named the Lower Forces in ourselves. Transcendence is only possible by allowing 

(Neutral) Consciousness to See us – instead of us trying to see. It is You, not me… In the 

latter case, when we try to see by ourselves, it is often the Lower Forces that sneak through 

and nestle in our ‘eye’ and pretend they see things – although it can also be the other side, the 

Higher Forces that nestle there and that one identifies with. Neither of these two sides 

represents the Truth. 

Yet, coming back to the picture and to the time in which it was taken (the Second 

World War was starting), when one is not capable yet of transcending the Forces in us – by 

Neutrally Seeing them and surrendering to the reality of it – it is, for the time being and 

forced by a seemingly untranscendable choice or dilemma, often better to repress the Lower 

Forces than to act them out. In the latter case, the hell that breaks out then, may be 

indescribable. In the West we have, for quite a long period now, the luxury of being able to be 

arrogant in what we seem to know or understand, and in the supposed freedom of our ego. 

Let’s hope we don’t need to become humbled by a next war, since lately the Lower Forces are 

busy with a gradual, steady come back in being appreciated. The Force of Unconsciousness 

is, unconsciously, increasingly valued by many politicians. 

Woman is Two. The picture shows (only) one side of Woman, the (Lower) side that so 

far on earth has been the strongest one, the one with Her earthly interests of old. The other, 

usually weaker, side is in Love with Man. What I have tried and am still trying to do, is, by 

Touching Woman’s Heart, give Woman (in women and men) an Eye in Her Lower parts that 

so far on earth has always been completely ruled by Unconsciousness. If their efforts make 

any sense at all, some spiritual teachers, at least and at best, try to give Woman an Eye in the 

Higher Spheres of human existence. Not bad in itself; only, if this is all, fundamentally this 

earth and humanity cannot profit much of this, simply because the separation between High 

and Low is still there. 

Without Man’s Heart Presence, that has in principle no limits, Woman doesn’t have 

access to (Seeing) Her Lower Spheres, and the drama of old – speaking high, acting low – 

will be continued. When Woman has the Heart – and Sees with the Heart – in Her Lower 

parts, when She Sees that Man (as He Is) is everywhere in Her, She will be naturally 
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disgusted with (the power and ‘form-promise’ of) ‘the Harveys’, a heart’s disgust that has 

always been there; only, usually it is easily overwhelmed by the Unconsciousness of Her 

seemingly endless Energy of Her Lower parts in which Her interests secretly or openly rule. It 

is not easy making love when you are ‘too much’ aware of your disgust – the natural Divine 

disgust of Woman to ‘man’ who hasn’t yet transcended the form-world in his own Body and, 

therefore, isn’t Free as Man. 

Allowing Consciousness to Enter Her Lower parts, Woman will come across and See 

not only Her flirting with the men who, with or without words, offer to (or will possibly) 

serve Her interests, but also Her big No to Man, while in Her dream world of the non-

manifested heart She may easily assume She is in love with the prince on the white horse. 

It’s a long struggle down for (a) Man to manifest the Heart into Woman’s Lower 

Spheres and thus to let the Form-Force submit to its Master, the Formless Heart. Without 

limitless Selfless Love for Woman he won’t succeed. Only this has the power to be stronger 

than and outshine the natural resistance to feeling pain – and without feeling pain (which is 

related to being in true Contact with Woman) he won’t come a centimetre down with his 

Heart. 

 

As far as I’m concerned, turn within and find wisdom. Let’s teach – or offer – 

meditation in schools. Why is only Unconsciousness (that is: becoming conscious of the 

forms(-world)) being taught – and not Consciousness? 


